
Thank you for allowing Jones Medical Supply to provide your home oxygen equipment. Below 
you will find step by step instructions on how to use your SimplyGo portable oxygen 
concentrator. Important reminder; no smoking or open flames within 25 feet of you or the 
SimplyGo. 

• We’ve provided a 7ft cannula for you in the front pocket of the SimplyGo carrying case. A longer tubing 
and nasal cannula are also in the pocket to use when sleeping.  

• After connecting the nasal cannula to the  SimplyGo, press the power button TWICE. 

 

• Your oxygen flow rate has been set by our staff as prescribed by your physician. This is represented by 
the number 1.0 - 6.0 on the screen of the SimplyGo.  

• Next you will choose your delivery frequency by pressing the “M” on the SimplyGo. 
CONTINUOUS FLOW, SLEEP MODE or PULSE MODE are your three options. Typically you will 
use the Pulse mode when you’re in a controlled resting environment. The Pulse mode determines 
oxygen delivery based on your breath, so concentrate on breathing through your nose. Continuous flow 
is more common if you are exerting yourself and can’t take enough breathes to get the necessary oxygen 
while in Pulse mode. Sleep mode is a mixture of the two other settings but the machine ramps down the 
motor to ensure it does not affect your sleep. Please see the photos of the three modes on the reverse 
side of this document.  
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Continuous Flow

You must 
plug-in the SimplyGo when 
you enter SLEEP Mode 

Pulse Mode

Sleep Mode

If you have any 
questions regarding 

this equipment, call our 
office anytime at 

566-1002.  
If it’s after hours, a 

member of our staff is 
always available by 

phone. 
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